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ABSTRACT

The proper form of the interaction energy between the nuclear magnetic moment
and the electronic system of a many electron atom is discussed. The results of the
Dirac equation for a single electron are taken as the guiding principle. A form for the
interaction energy is set up as an expression involving Pauli's spin matrices. No
convergence difhculties occur in the form here given.

The interaction Hamiltonian is applied to the 'S and 'P terms of two electron
atoms for the case of Russell-Saunder's coupling. An exact fo-mula is derived for the
resultant hyperfine structure of 'S terms and corrections to the Goudsmit Bacher
formulas for 'P terms are given. It is shown that the Landb interval rule for 'S
hyperfine structure levels is exact, and that therefore the ratio of intervals can be
used to determine nuclear spin moments.

The formulas are applied to the Li+ 5485A line. Proper functions for S levels
are worked out by the variational method and applied to the calculation of the
magnetic moment of Li~. With Schuler's wave-length data the nuclear g factor is
2.13 on the assumption that the nuclear spin is 3/2.

The accuracy of the calculation is discussed. It is likely to be good to at least
2/q in g. As a by-product of the calculation the lowest energy level of ortholithium
has been computed as ~ —1.1354 in units of the ionization potential of Li~. The
empirical value is —1.1358.

IN TRQDUc TIoN

HE eHect of nuclear spin on optical spectra has been treated mathemat-
ically by Casimir, ' Fermi, ' and Hargreaves. ' A somewhat more qualita-

tive discussion has been given by Goudsmit and Bacher. 4 In the first three
of these discussions only one valence electron has been taken into account
while in the last the more general problem of several valence electrons has
been considered. Qualitatively the conclusions of Goudsmit and Bacher are
doubtless correct. They do not pretend, however, to be exact quantitatively
since the coupling between the nuclear spin and the electron system is sup-
posed to be taking place only through one of the electrons —the most closely
bound s electron. It is desirable to have a more exact quantitative theory
taking into account the coupling of all electrons. This is particularly neces-
sary if, say, two of them are s electrons. The desirability of having such a
theory lies in its application to the absolute value of nuclear magnetic mo-

~ See Goudsmit and Young, Nature, March 22, 1930.
~ E. Fermi, Zeits. f. Physik M, 320 {1930).
' J. Hargreaves, Proc. Roy. Soc. 124, 568 (1929); 127, 141 (1930); 12'7, 407 (1930).
' S. Goudsxnit and R. F. Backer, Phys, Rev. 34, 1501 {1929).
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ments. The observations of Schuler' and of Qranath' show that the 35 level
of Li+ is split into three components under the action of the nuclear magnetic
6eM and the separation between the two extreme components can be said to
be 1.03 cm. '. There seems to be no doubt that the three components in
question are single. They are well and de6nitely resolved and so there is
every reason to expect eventually a reliable determination of the nuclear mag-
netic moment from the determination of their frequency difference. The
whole electron system consists in this case of only two electrons. The solu-
tion of the Schroedinger wave equation oHers in this case a simpler problem
than that of the heavy alkalies. An attempt at its approximate solution and
its application to the calculation of the magnetic moment of the Li7 nucleus
is one of the objects of this paper. The other object is to formulate a theory
for the interaction between the nucleus and the extranuclear electrons. A
few words must be said as to why the formulation of such a theory is still
subject to speculation.

For one electron an unambiguous result can be obtained by means of
Dirac's equation. This has been done by Fermi and Casimir. The problem
is not so clear when two or more electrons are discussed. There exists no satis-
factory mathematical treatment of the relativistic two electron problem. It
becomes necessary to use approximate equations. The simplest form for
these is obtained through the introduction of Pauli's two row, two column
spin matrices. It is known that interactions between electrons can be satis-
factorily represented by means of these as long as the electronic velocities
are not excessive. It might be expected that the interaction of nuclei and elec-
trons can be reduced to the same basis. There is one important distinction
between these two cases. The force between a nucleus and an electron is
attractive while that between two electrons is repulsive. When an electron
is close to the nucleus its velocity cannot be treated as small. For s electrons
an important contribution to the interaction energy is due to the inRuence
of the nucleus when the electron is very close to it. We have no reason to ex-
pect the interaction energy of the nucleus and the electron to be of the same
form as that used for the approximate interaction energy of two electron spins.
In fact it will be seen below that the two forms are different.

In order to derive the proper form of the interaction energy we consider
6rst of all the one electron problem from the point of view of Dirac's equation,
i.e. we write down the formulas found already in Fermi's paper. The two
smaller Dirac wave-function components are then eliminated and an equation
in the two large components is obtained. This equation involves Pauli's
spin matrices and is equivalent to Dirac's for the discussion of the lighter
nuclei. Having thus derived the proper interaction energy for one electron
the result is generalized to the case of two or more. This forms the 6rst sec-
tion of the paper. In the second section the separations of spectral terms caused

~ H. Sch61er, Zeits. f. Physik 42, 487; (1927).
L. P. Granath, Phys. Rev. 35, 1018, {1930),(letter). See also the forthcoming paper by

P. G&ttinger in the Zeits. f. Physik in which the feasibility of i=3/2 is explained and an
approximate g value for the nucleus is derived.
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by nuclear interactions are worked out. In the third the results of the second
section are applied to Li.+

(I). THE INTERACTION ENERGY FOR ONE ELECTRON

We consider one electron of charg"- e under the inRuence of a single
nucleus. The electrostatic potential due to the nucleus is A o. The electrosta-
tic field due to the nucleus is central so that Ao is a function only of r, the
distance from the nucleus. The vector potential due to the nucleus is A.
In special applications we take

[p Xr]

With the abbreviations

Ji = P+ (%)A, P = (h/2pro)V, Pp = E/e+ (%)Ap
Dirac's equation for a stationary state is

(Po + eo1Pl + iooP2 + eooP3 + cK45$e))P = 0. (3)
We suppose the n, to be those given in Dirac's original paper. Equation (3)
is, of course, a set of four equations in four f,. It is convenient to eliminate

fi, fo as has been done by Darwin. " The reader will verify that without
approximations

(4)

where now the oo(k=1, 2, 3) are Pauli's matrices and the column matrix P
contains only two rows: fo, fo. Equation (4) must be satisfied for any solution
of (3). It is not altogether equivalent to (3) if it is used for the determination
of the eigenwerte Z. In (3) it is required that pi* pi+go*go+go*go+$4
be integrable. Equation (4) is equivalent to (3) only if this last condition
is added. If ordinary perturbation methods of quantum theory are applied
to (4) it is more convenient to use the integrability of Po fo +$4 P& as the
restricting condition. As will be seen presently this circumstance is only of
secondary importance. For the present we use (4) and derive its conse-
quences as though PooPo+fo"$4 were integrable. Performing the operations
indicated in the second term, using (2) and introducing theelectricand mag-
netic fields by means of

8 = —grad Ao, 3C = curl A
we obtain

C2

E = mc"- —eAO+ E+ mc'+ eAO

e e' heP'+ (PA + AP)—+ —A'+ (Xd)
C C 2''C

h c e e
+ (EP) + —(GA) + i[6 X P] &

2ori (E + osco + eAo)' C

e
+ i—[f, XA]s

C

~ C. G. Darwin, Proc. Roy. Soc. 118, 654 (1928).
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this is still an exact consequence of (2). At this point we make an approxima-
tion. The magnetic moment p enters (6) only through A. It is sufficient to
consider first order effects in p and therefore in A. Quadratic terms in A
are disregarded from here on. The perturbation energy may therefore be
taken to be

c' e he
(PA—+ AP) + (Xd)

E + mc'+ eAO c 2'"c

Ac e e e—[~ X A]s —i (E—A)
2x(E + mc' + eAO)' c c

(7)

In this expression the 6rst bracketed term corresponds to the ordinary inter-
action energy which is used in the ordinary discussions of two electrons. In
the major portion of the configuration space eAO is negligible in comparison
with 8+wc' which itself is very nearly 2mc. ' In this region the first bracketed
term of (7) is on using (1)

e Mp eh 1
(vs) (vq)—

mc r' 4m @ac r
(8)

where

M= [rXP] (8')

is the angular momentum operator and '7 operates only on r ' in the & &'
Only the expression (8) can be derived from the analogy of the electron and
the nucleus to little magnets. For s terms the second term of (8) becomes in-
determinate. A definite theory can be formulated by means of (8) if y is

defined as the limit of a spatial distribution of magnetic moment of very
small extension in the limiting case of the extension approaching zero. It will

be seen that the result of this limiting process is diHerent from the applica-
tion of the complete expression (7). For s electrons the result of (7) is (—2)
times the result of (8). Hargreaves obtains zero for the perturbing effect of

(8) in the case of s terms. He could have obtained any desired result since
he has not defined the limiting process for the definition of the divergent in-

tegrals. Nevertheless his conclusion is correct. The exact eHect of the 6rst
bracketed term of (7) is zero for s terms, the presence of eAO in the denomi-
nator making the radial integrals convergent. We see that the picture of
the nucleus and electron as little magnets can be applied in this instance only
with extreme caution.

If the field is central F is perpendicular to A and the imaginary part of
the second bracketed term of (7) disappears. Its real part containing [8XA]
is then combined advantageously with the second part of the 6rst bracketed
term containing (Xd). The perturbation energy becomes
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(e/mc) (My) 1

1+ (E —mce + eA())/2mc' r'

i(*/2 j (v&) 3( &)( v)I+ +g+ mc'+ eAp & r' r5

()-))-)( lel) I(.~)
+

(P + mc'+ eAO)' r'
( ')( v)I

The perturbation energy (9) can now be applied to the calculation of the
splitting of an s term. The first term of (9) can be disregarded because
Mij=0 for s terms and because the radial integration gives a finite result
on account of eAp in the denominator. It is well known that the conser-
vation of angular momentum makes it suf6cient to calculate the average
value of the coefficient of ji,(r, in the second line of (9). If this average be w

and the nuclear spin k the s level is split into two components displaced by
the amounts w, (—1 —k ')w from the normal position. ' The first component
is the one of higher fine quantum number f=0+-', . The first term of the sec-
ond line of (9) contributes nothing to the average, again on account of the
presence of eA p in the denominator which makes the integration over r
give a finite result. Using (5) we have on partial integration

p" 8xp bee 2'' Smp, he
w =— dr— 4'(0)

3 2m E + mc'+ eAp 3 4~me
(10)

in agreement with Fermi.
The 6nal result is not quite correct, but is very nearly so as long as the

region in which eA p & &mc is negligible in comparison with the spatial exten-
tion of )jf)jf" and as long as E mc'( (mc'.—Both of these conditions are satis-
fied by light nuclei. The difference between (10) and the correct result is of
the order of the square of the 6ne structure constant. ' This example shows
that the substitution of the integrability of f&*Pe+f4~P4 for the integrability
of pi*Pi+$2 i/2+I(/3 \$3+$4 le is safe for the present purpose. We see also
that the "empirical terms" used by Hargreaves are essentially the same as the
terms derived above from Dirac's equation.

If instead of using Dirac's equation we were to use the perturbation en-

ergy (8) we should run into convergence difficulties. These may be avoided

by endowing the magnetization of the nucleus with a 6nite spatial extension,
say, by supposing that the magnetization is spread uniformly through the
volume of a very small sphere. The first term then has no effect. The second
gives rise to

jj eh j P(P) j' 1
l f(P')g& did& dlr&

4s.mcJ 3 rppr

' See e.g. G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 35, 1447 Equations (2), {3)(1930).
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where P' refers to a point of the magnetization distribution, and f(P')p
d V„ is the amount of magnetization in the element ofvolume d V„. The above
double integral is easily evaluated if I=Jf(P')(1/rpp)dVp is interpreted
as the electrostatic potential at the point P due to a charge distribution of
density f(P'). The total charge is 1=ff(P')dVp O.utside the nucleus
AI I=O. Inside the nucleus Poisson's equation gives

ApI + 4irf(P) = 0,

and therefore

)t (ApI)dVp = —4~.

In the limit of a very concentrated distribution f(P') we may set therefore

and @re obtain then

1
Ap~ f(P') dVp = —4irf(P)

fI'P '

4xp, eh
4'(0)

3 4+me
(12)

This result must be multiplied by (—2) in order to give Fermi's result (10).
The magnetic doublet model and Dirac's equation give in this case widely
different results. The present evidence is that Dirac's equation is to be pre-
ferred so that (10) is the correct result.

The perturbation energy (9) must now be generalized to include the case
of two or more electrons. As has been explained in the introduction we are
unable to start with a relativistic treatment of two electrons and we must
instead use (9) as an indication for the proper generalization. A number of
possible generalizations could be made. Thus one could go back to (7) and
use the field quantities 8, X taking Ei to be the electric intensity at zi, yi,
si, due to the nucleus and also due to electron 2. Or else one may take fi,
3.'& to be due only to the nucleus. For the Erst choice we would have to prove
that the imaginary term in (7) contributes nothing to the result. Also some
generalization of Ao would have to be made. Having no basis for forming
such a generalization we make instead

~ J+g (13)

whereH&' is the result of using x&, y&, s&, 0&, instead of x,y,s, d in a11 of the terms
of (9).The coupling between the nucleus and each electron is thus represented
by a term in the Hamiltonian which depends only on the coordinates of that
electron.

It mayalso be shown that for '5 terms the alternative generalization based
on P) leads to the same final result as (13) provided E;= —grad Ao; (i = 1, 2).
The proof is not of sufficient interest to be quoted.
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II. CALCULATION OF PERTURBATIONS IN TERMS OF SCHROEDINGER

f IN CONFIGURATION SPACE

We use the method of sums. ' Consider first the 'S terms. It is convenient
to define the following spin functions

S, = S 'S ', So ——2 '"(S 'Sp' + S 'Sp'), S I ——Sp'Sp'. (14)

The upper indices refer to electrons 1 and 2. The functions S, Sp are as
usual the column matrices (0), (&). The upper row corresponds to the spin
being in the positive direction of the s axis. In the case of Russell-Saunders
coupling there are three unperturbed functions for the 'S state. Each of these
is the product of a coordinate function and of one of the three functions (14).
The coordinate function f depends only on the shape and size of the elec-
tronic triangle and not, on its orientation. "The wave-function of thecou-
pled system nucleus+electrons contains also the angular momentum speci-
fication of the nucleus. Denoting the angular momentum of the nucleus by
k there are 2k+1 nuc1ear functions

0
0

Ep =

&o)'

(0)
0

koi
The vector matrix p operates on these. The matrices for the components of
p, we take to be the same as Fermi's. Among these the only matrix having
diagonal elements is p, . It is a diagonal matrix with elements p, (1, k —1/k,

—1). The complete system of 3(2k+I) unperturbed eigenfunctions
can be represented by means of

~

~ ~ ~

i=a, o, —X

N. m —S.+m f m=k, k —1, —k

It is most conveniently arranged in a table:

Angular momentum: k+1

u1 k

24
-%+1

N
—4+2

Np "
g -k+1

—k —1

u 1k

In Slater's method we are concerned only with diagonal elements of the per-
turbation energy matrix. The functions X are normal orthogonal and so
are the 5;. %'e are therefore concerned only with coefticients of p„. This
shows that the combined effect of the perturbations due to M~y, and Mey is
zero. In fact this perturbation is of the form (B~+B2)lp. It, by itself, com-
mutes with the total angular momentum. When it operates on N~~ it gives
(B~,+82,)pNP as well as other terms which do not count in the calculation

9 J.C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 34, 1293 (1929).
E. Wigner, Zeits. f. Physik 43, 624 (1927).
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of the diagonal element flip"H'uip T.he operation on u, gives —(Bi.+
Bp,))ppp, . Thus fui*pH'uip= fu—ippH'uip=0. The term of highest fine
structure quantum number is therefore undisturbed. Considering the other
functions in turn we see that there is no splitting due to terms not involving
d~, 02. This may also be verified by a short calculation of the average value
of A(ri)8/8$&+A(rp)8/it$p in the six dimensional configuration space xi

~ ~ s'p for the case of P=f(ri, rp, cos8ip). The terms in ai, dp are easily
treated if it is observed that, so far as the calculation of diagonal matrix
elements is concerned, the symmetric operator A&4&+4~42 gives rise only
to the following terms

(Ai&i + Ap&p)(Si, Sp, S i) ~ (A,g + Apg)(S, , 0) —S,) . (17)

Letting now the energy perturbations of the three levels be m&, m2, ws, in
the order of decreasing fine quantum numbers, we have from the first three
columns of the table

ppi 0' (Ale + A pz)gape'l + pep icing nil + pep + uip

j. k+1
R = R'l 1) ——)

k k
(18)

bee 3sP 1 2Ze'
A~ = 2$Sc + ~1

2x(2prpc' + Ze'/r )' ri' ri' r,'

Performing one of the integrations over 1 for A~, and over 2 for Aq, and then
using the symmetry of P in 1 and 2 we have

pei = 16ir/3)i)ip ) fP(0, 0, 0; x, y, s)dx dyds

(ilip
——eh/4xpipc ) 0) . (19)

The only approximations made in deriving (19) are: (1) a definite case of
Russell-Saunders coupling, (2) neglect of the square of the fine structure
constant. The integral in (19) represents the probability of one electron
being in a unit volume near the nucleus. The connection of this result with
Goudsmit and Bacher is seen if one writes

P = (1/2"') [4.(q&)4 (qp) —4„(qp)4„(qi)].

If n refers to the inner electron state

(20)

Jtfe(0, q)dq =sip '(0), and

pei ——(8w/3)iippg (0) . (21)
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In this approximation (19) (18) are identical with the corresponding formulas
of Goudsmit and Bacher. A discussion of the difference between (19) and
(21) will be given in the third section.

If k =1/2 formula (18) remains correct if it is read from left to right and
the last term is omitted. This is obvious from the order in which hei, m~, m3

have been derived.
We may now consider 'I' terms. There are three linearly independent

coordinate eigenfunctions, each of these combining with the three spin func-
tions (14) and thus forming a set of nine functions. The coordinate functions
may be called f~, fo, f & corresponding to components 1, 0, —1 of the orbital
angular momentum in the z direction. The functions f;So do not themselves
correspond to definite parts of the 'I' term but certain linear combinations
of them do. These linear combinations are

'&o ' 3 '"(4iSi —4oSo + 4-6-i)
~Pi: 2 't'Q' S —foSi), 2 'to(|f S g

—f kg), 2 &to( 4'—iSo+ koS &) (22)

Io lPQS$, 2 "'(PoSj + ItgSo), 6 "'(/AS p + 20oSo + 4'—1S1)p

2 "'(foS i+0 iSo), 4 iS

The functions f~, fo, P ~ are supposed to be chosen so as to transform them-
selves under rotations as 2 '"(x+oy), —z, 2 't'( x+iy—) The .set of functions
(22) is convenient because each one of them corresponds to a definite value
of the angular momentum in the direction of the s' axis. There is no splitting
for the 'I'0 and we consider first the 'P& term. The nucleus is brought in by
means of the No just as in the case of 'S terms. The table which led to (18)
is still correct, though now the functions ut are different. Equation (18) still
is valid although (19) is different. The validity of (18) is of course a conse-
quence of the "cosine" law of interaction with the nucleus. It is very easy
to prove this by writing Ni =v~E . Denoting the coefFicient of p, in the in-
teraction energy by a, we have on applying the diagonal sum theorem from
both ends of the table w~ -I~ —— I &, w—o+ ut& =—(k —1)/kI~+ Io = —((k —1)/k)
I q

—IowhereIt=pirtt*a. rtg This show. s that Io=0and (18) follows at once.
It remains to determine mI. We may omit the correction in the denominator
of the first term of (9). The second two terms are easily combined and we
have

w& = (ep/ttoc) JI eg*(rg 'Mg. + r,—'Mo, )op+ p t sg*(Bldg+ Bodo)og (23)
eJ

where
bee g, ( 2Ze'

BI = 2m'' 3 z I
———+ zIrI

2or I 2ttoc' + (Ze'/rg) I
' r~' r j3

(24)

Here ( is a unit vector along the z axis. go is obtained from S~ on substitut-
ing zo, ro everywhere for zt, r~. Performing the operations 4~, do in (23) we
have on letting
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8=BI,+82
ep, f Cp

)
4i'(ri '2d'~ + ro 'ado. )bi + It)Po*(ri '2di, + ro '7rIo, )4o2' 4 2' 4

(26)

+ (y/2) Il'o'&A'o —0'~*2 '"(& + o& )0o —4o'2 "'(73 —».)Pil

This form for mI is correct quite regardless of any approximations which may
be made as to the representation of the coordinate wave-functions )pq, po, p &.

The most general forms of these functions are known and formula (26) is
capable of giving exact results as long as the hypothesis of Russell-Saunders
coupling applies. " In practical applications it appears to be unnecessary to
use the general expressions for P„Po, ))( ~ and it will usually be sufficient to
use the approximate representation of these coordinate functions as antisym-
metric combinations of products of functions involving the coordinates of
only one particle. We may then write

with

P& = (3'to/4or)(F sin Hge'o~ —F sin Hoe'o )

lPo = —(6 /4or)(F cos Hy
—F cos Ho)

P q
= —(3'"/4or)(F sin Hqe 'o~ —F sin H, e

—'»)

F = fg(rg)fo(ro); 4 F'r, 'r, 'dr, dr, = 1

F = f)(ro)fo(r~).
(27')

The functions in (27) are chosen so as to give (22). The radial function f~ is
characteristic of the p state while fo describes the s state. If a single electron
were in that s state it would be described by a normalized function f,.
Clearly

4& (o)' = fo(o)

It is now found on substitution of (27) (27')

(e/2mc) ) f& (r& 'M~, + ro 'Mo, )f~ = (eh/4ormc)(r, ') (29)

(r) o) = 4)f F'rg orProodr~dro (29')

is the a~erage of r ' for a p electron described by a radial function f~ Also.
ln

o ~t4o'&Ho

"E. signer, reference 10; G. Breit, Phys. Rev. 35, 569 (j.930).
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we need

(3/16s s) I Fs coss8q Bq, = (1/5) po(»~ ') —(1/20) po(»q ') (Zem/mc')

A numerical estimate shows that the term in r,~ is much too small ordinarily
to be worried about and this as well as similar terms will be neglected here.
The most important contribution to (26) comes from terms of the type

(3/16s') ~I F2 cos' 8~82. = (2s/3)pop, (0)'

using (28). The remaining contributions are from

—$1| If *2 "'(Bg + iB„)$0+ $0~2 '"(B~ —iB„)tlat} = (3/5)pg(»& ').

It is thus found on substituting all the integrals into (26) that

= Pl I (4 /3)k. (0)'+ 2( ').} . (30)

This completes the calculation for the 'P~ level.
For the 'P2 term we have five electronic functions given by the last row

of (22). These may be designated as s~ and the complete specification of the
system is given by u~ ——s~N . Only now l=(2, 1, 0, —1, —2) and the s~,

vo, v ~ are, of course, now different from those just used for the 'P~ term. In
this case the table following equation (16) must be extended so as to have
five rows. The method of sums does not suffice now to give all of the separa-
tion ratios. Denoting as before the coefficient of p, by a. and letting II=
pfv~~a, v~ the method of sums shows directly that I~= I 2, I&= —I q,

—
Io = 0 but it does not establish a relation between I~ and I2. A calculation is
easily made however for both I~ and I2. We have:

p,8
Ig ——

~t pg (»g 'Mg. +»2 'Ms, )pi + p tfg*B.Q&.
mc J 4

(31)

Substitution of the integrals used in deriving (30) gives

Im = PI 0[(g~/3)A(0)' + (g/5)(» ') 1

Also

(32)

Iq =(pe/2mc) Jt Pq*(»q Mq, +», 'M„)P,

+ (q/2) ~I I &O*B.&o+ pi*2-' '(B, + iB„)go+ $0'2 "'(B —fB,)4'i}

(33)

so that Iz can be obtained directly from (30) by subtracting (6/5) (r~)&
inside the parenthesis. We have
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I = JJ o[(4 /3)4. (0)'+ (4/3)(r ').] = I /2.

Using the sum theorem we obtain for the first order energy perturbations

'2'a = ) ~a[(4~/3)A(0)'+ (4/3)(r '), 1

(35)

k —2 3 k+3 (k+ 1)
2) ) ) ) 2 (36)

k k k k

which may be compared with

1
'Ei ——)iso[(47r/3)f, (0)'+ 2(r ') „] 1, ——

k

1
'Si = iiiio(8s/3)(1 + e)g, (0)' 1, ——

~

k

k +
1)

k+
1)

(36')

(36//)

Here s is a fractional correction due to the difference between (19) and (21).

III. APPLIcATIGN To THE SPEcTRUM QF LI+

The pattern of the '5 —'I' line of Li+ which has been observed by Schiiler
and Granath will now be considered using formulas (36) (36') (36"). The
quantities (t')„an-d s are of the nature of correction terms and neglecting
them these formulas become identical with those of Goudsmit and Young. The
P, (0)' for a hydrogenic s electron is related to the fine structure constant by

2~nk. (0)'porn = Rn'Z'/n' (37')

which is convenient for calculation. For Z=3 and n=1 we have in agree-
ment with Goudsmit and Young (8/3)Rn'Z'/1840n'=0. 228 cm '. Letting
(1840)i/pp) =g(k) we have therefore the approximate formulas:

k —2 3 k+3 2(k+1)
'Pg = 0.228(g(k)/4) 2,

k k k k

i. k+ 1
'Ei ——0.228(g(k)/4) 1, ——

r

k k

1 4+1
3S, = 0.228(g(k)/2) 1, ——,———

k k

(37)

which are essentially the same as those of Goudsmit and Bacher. An applica-
tion of (3'7) and the calculation of relative intensities of the different compo-
nents of the pattern can be made for different values of k. As has been
pointed out by 1"ranath the experimental pattern seems to agree best with
k =3/2. Most of the pattern appears to have a complicated structure which
is due to unresolved components. Only the group of lines due to transitions
from 3PD to 'S& is simple and consists of three fairly well resolved lines. It
seems difFicult at present to draw any definite conclusions from the other
parts of the pattern on account of lack of resolution. We consider it more im-
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portant therefore to have an accurate calculation of the correction factor
1+e in (36") than the exact evaluation of (36) (36'). There is, of course, no
difficulty in evaluating (r )„. In the present instance the correction due to
(r ')„amounts to about 1 percent change of scale for 'P& and 2 percent for
+1

In order to calculate the factor 1+e in formula (36")we must use the exact
formula (19) which differs from (37) by the correction factor

1 + e = 2 (P(0, q)dq/Pi, (0)'. (38)

The integral in the numerator is here the same as the integral in (19) the
letter q having been written collectively for (x, y, s). The denominator of
(38) is the P, (0)' of (37') for n = 1, Z =3.

We have tried a number of approximate forms for P(gi, g2) using the
variational method for the calculation of the term value of the 'S state and
then, having adjusted the constants to satisfy the minimizing requirement,
calculated by means of the minimized functions the corresponding value of
1+&. In all cases e is a small quantity. Some of the functions give eigen-
werte in good agreement with the spectroscopic term value while others give
considerably too small absolute values of the eigenwert. It is of interest to
see the results of the bad as well as the good functions. A very rough ap-
proximation to the solution can be obtained by tentatively expressing lP as
an antisymmetric combination of products of hydrogenic functions in the
field of a certain nuclear charge. This charge is deliberately taken to be the
same for both functions. The two functions entering are orthogonal and the
calculation is very easy, only the common scale of the two functions being
varied. In terms of the ionizing potential of Li++ the energy of the 2'S state
is known to be X = —1.1358. In the same units the above function gives
~ = —1.1279 and 1+&=0.96. This is a deliberately poor function, possessing
only one adjustable constant and giving a relatively poor agreement with the
experimental X. Hylleraas" has considered the 'S terms of two electron
spectra particularly for He. In his paper functions are tried for the ortho
state of He which may be called the one and the two term approximations.
These give for He X = —1.0855 and ) = —1.0871. The values of 1+& for He
would be 1.009 and 1.04 respectively. For Li+ we have used only the one
term function of Hylleraas giving X= —1.1337, 1+e=1.02(6). From the
analogy to He one would suppose that the two term function of Hylleraas
would give an appreciably larger ~. The calculations with the two term
function of Hylleraas are complicated, however, and we have found it more
convenient to use another three constant function. It has also been possible
to correct the first function of Hylleraas by a numerical method. In the
latter case there is no definite way of using the eigenwert agreement as a
check on the calculations and the procedure itself is somewhat arbitrary.
Nevertheless it appears to be definite enough to show that 1+&)1.02 and

"Hylleraas, Zeits. f. Physik 54, 347 (i929).
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that i+a —i.06. The numerical method is based on the following considera-
tion. In the units of length (fi'/Ss'mZe') and energy (RhcZ') used by Hyl-
leraas the differential equation to be satisfied by f is

X 1 1 i
+ —+ —+ —— 4=0

4 r j r2 Zrig

(39)

The angle 0 is the angle between the radii rI, r2 and rI~ is the distance between
e1ectrons i and 2. A certain approximation to the exact solution can be ob-
tained by supposing that f is a function only of ri and r2 the angle 8 being not
very important for this particular state. The one term function of Hylleraas
does not involve 8 or r&~ and is therefore an approximation of the above type.
A systematic neglect of the dependence on 0 leads of course to a definite
eigenwert and to a definite eigenfunction if the variational method of solu-
tion is used. Substituting a general function P(r„r2) into the variational
equation it is easy to obtain a differential equation for this lf. This equation
1S

2 8 8' 2 8 ) i 1 i
+ — + + — + + + ———/=0

BrI r-I BrI Br2' r2 Br2 4 rg r2 Zp

p=r, if r, &r,
p =r~ if rI(r2.

(39')

We assume for the present that the eigenvalue of X and the function P of
(39') is a sufhcient approximation to X and P of (39). For the ~5 state P
is antisymmetric in rI, r2 and vanishes therefore at r& = r2. It may be repre-
sented in two dimensions. Along the axis of r2 = 0, p = rI. The last three terms
behave as 1/r~. If f and its first and second derivatives are finite on this
axis we must require in order to satisfy (39') that the term 2/r, BQ/Br, +P/r2
should be finite i.e,

Any trial iif' can be checked qualitatively by means of (40) and it is important
to require that (40) be satisfied in the region of large numerical values of P.
This is especially advisable in the present instance because the result we wish
to obtain is proportional to fP(r„0)'rPdri and depends primarily on the
relative values of P at r~= 0 as compared with its value at other points of
the rI., rg plane.

The one term function of Hylleraas was tested by means of (40) and it
was found that although the logarithmic derivative was fairly close to its
correct value the differences were greater than could be desired. At a certain
point of the ri axis (40) is satisFied exactly. This point lies at a higher value
of ri ——rio than that which corresponds to the maximum of rgb At the maxi-.
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mum f does not decrease rapidly enough in absolute value with increasing
rm. The dependence of lt on rm has therefore been corrected by a numerical
procedure so as to satisfy (40) in most of the important region. For values
of r~&ri() this was done by 6tting the exponential curve Ce *" to the curve
of lf against r2 T. he fit was made quite accurate by calculating logarithmic
derivatives B log P/Br2 of the Hylleraas function and choosing such an r2

for every r~ that B log P/Br2 ————',. This procedure is of course somewhat
arbitrary because e "' is not an exact solution of the wave equation and
because B log f/Br2 ———

~~only at r~ ——0. Nevertheless, as long as the cor-
rection applies only to a small region in the neighborhood of r2=0 it is es-
sentially correct. For values of r& & r~o it is impossible to correct the function

45Q
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Fig. 1. The dotted curve is computed from the corrected, the full drawn curve from the
uncorrected Hylleraas function. The values of 8 log ti jar& are indicated along the curve.

by means of an exponential curve. The correction was made, therefore, by
choosing for a given r~ =rj."&r~o a corresponding value of rj =r~'&r~o for
which B log P/Br2 deviates from —1/2 by a numerically equal amount. The
known corrections to P for r~ ——r~' and different values of r2 were now applied
to r&

——rj" for the same values of r2. This means that the deviation of 8 log
p/Br~ was taken as the criterion of the magnitude of the correction to P. The
whole procedure has of course a meaning only as long as the corrections are
small and can be applied therefore only in the region around the maximum
of rgP(r~, 0). This maximum is at r~ ——12.5 in the units of length used by
Hylleraas. The correction becomes zero at r, =18.5. The values of (rgP(r~,
0))' at these points are 397.5 and 270 on an arbitrary scale. The relation
of the corrected and the uncorrected (rgP(r~, 0))' curves is shown in the Fig. 1.
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Using these corrections the changes in frpp(r), 0) dr) and ffr&'r2'tp(r),

r2) dr)dr2 were calculated. The corrections were taken into account only
from r~ =0 to r~ = 24. The resultant change in

r)+2(r), 0)dr) Jt Jtr)2r2+2(r), r2)dr, dr2

came out to be 4 per cent. The value of 1+a for the one term Hylleraas func-
tion is 1.02; the corrected value of 1+& is 1.06'.

Our correction procedure may of course be criticized on account of its
arbitrariness. It must be remarked however that the sign and the order of
magnitude of the result depend primarily on the fact that an increase in the
absolute value of f is required at the maximum by the logarithmic derivative
condition. Thus even though mathematically the procedure lacks rigor we
believe that for the present problem it is essentially correct.

Finally we have calculated the result by the variational method using

the following trial function.

—)b(br) br2) ~ y —(r) c)c—(NI2) rg—(512) r, (r c)c—(e/2) r, (bl2) r, —

This function is easily adapted to the variational procedure. It contains
three constants a, b, c. The constants c and k can be treated algebraically
in the variational procedure. Extensive arithmetic need be done only in
connection with diR'erent values of a. The reason for this simplification is
that the minimized value of k is always close to k = 1 if b =1, the difference
from 1 being usually of the order of 1. percent or less. The first step is to
choose a value of a and to take b=1. Supposing that k=1 the minimizing
is done for c analytically. Taking this value of c the result is minimized for
0 analytically. I t is then usually unnecessary to minimize for c again because
k =1. The procedure is repeated for diferent values of a and the absolute
minimum of X is fixed by interpolation. " We reproduce the final formulas for
the minimizing procedure because they may be found useful in other con-
nections. For 0=1

where

X/4 = (M —L() + L,)/N

M = Sa 'b 3 + 24b 'a ' —12a—'b —'P—"(3P—' —2a—))

—c[4a 'b '+ 12a 4b ' —SabP —5(3P ' —a—')]

+ c [2a )b 3+ 2a 3b ( —4abp —5] p = (a+ b)/2

(41)

(42)

I.o = 24a 4b 3 + 4Sa 'b -'—4S)3 2 —c[16a 'b ' + 24a 4b ' —40P ']
(42')

+ c2[4a—2b—3 + 4a—3b—2 SP—5]

"The trick of minimizing for k is the same as that used by Hylleraas, ref. 12, and amounts
physically to satisfying the requirement of having the kinetic energy = —(1/2) times the poten-
tial energy in a system with Coulomb forces.
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(42 I I )

~Li = 24[s 'b '(s + b) ' + s 'b '(s + b) '+ s 'b '(s + b) '

+ 2s 'b '(s + b) '] —(33/2)P ' —cI8[2a 'b '(a + b) '

+ a 'b '(a + b) ' + a 'b '(u + b) ~ + 3a 'b '(a + b) ']
—(25/2)P '} + c'[4[a 'b '(a + b) '+ a 'b '(a + b) '] —(5/2)P '}.

Z = nuclear charge.

S/4 = 24a 'b ' —18' ' —12c(a 'b ' —
13 ') + 2c'(a 'b ' —P ') (42"')

With L =Lp I y the minimum for k comes at

b = L/2M, X/4 = L'/(MS).

The correction factor 1+e is obtained as

where
1+ e = O'I/(S/ 4)

I = 24s ' —12'(a 4 —P 4) + 2c'(g—'+ b 3 —2P ').

(43)

(43')

Using these formulas we obtain for a =1/3; the minimized values c = 1.446,
k=1.0057, —X/4=1. 1344; 1+&=1.082. The minimized value of a is 0.380
giving —X/4= 1.1354; 1+s=1.063. On the other side of the best value of a
say at @=0.395, 1+a=1.055 and —X/4=1. 1353. The calculations have
been carried out to several more significant places and for several more values
of a than given here. It is seen that 1+& varies slowly for the functions
minimized for changes in c and k. We believe therefore that 1.063 is a fairly
accurate result. It will be noted that this result is in agreement with that
obtained by correcting Hylleraas' one term function, and that the agreement
between the empirical value of —X/4=1. 1358 and the theoretical —X/4
=1.1354 indicates that the trial function used by us is good.

It is of course usually said that an eigenfunction may be quite inaccurate
even if a good eignwert is obtained. We must consider this in somewhat more
detail. Eckart'4 has already given a criterion for the accuracy of eigenfunc-
tions. His reasoning may be extended so as to apply to the specific calculation
of a given quantity.

With Eckart we let the solution obtained by the variational method with
a given trial function he p and the true eigenfunctions (in this case of the
'5 system) we denote in order of decreasing term values hy
the corresponding negatives of the energy we write as W&, W2, . The
functions f~, $2, are supposed to be normalized and 4 =a~f~+a~x, +
where a/+a~'+ =1. Eckart shows that if the trial function P leads to

"Carl Eckart, Phys. Rev. 36, 878 (1930). In this very useful and interesting paper will be
found also many other eigenfunctions. The one used for 85 states of two electron systems is

very similar to ours. The eigenwert for Li+ obtained by Eckart is almost as good as the one
obtained by us. For our work we considered it important to minimize for c as well as the other
constants because the result is fairly sensitive to c. See also D. S. Hughes and C. Eckart, Phys.
Rev. 34, 694 (1930) for the calculation of the isotope e6ect in the Li+ spectrum.
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an energy value of absolute amount W then 1 —ai'&(Wi —W)/(% —W2).
We wish to calculate the average of some quantity f(g) over the configuration
space g. The function p gives the approximate result fo ff——(rf)$'(g)dq while
the correct result is f=ff(g)fp(rf)dg T.he error is

fQ f —(al 1)f11 + a2 f22 + a3 f33 + ' + 2ala2f12 +
where f;„=ff;pqfdq The. terms in f;; are of the order of 1 —ap which in the
present instance is of the order of 4X10-'. The relative error due to these
terms can be therefore neglected. The only important terms are those con-
taining f~;(i& 1). Thus

fo —f =2a, g a f» =-2g a fli.

Any aP for i&1 is &1 —aP&(W& —W)/W& —W2) and the general order of
magnitude of (44) is that of ( (W& —W)/(W& —Wg) )."'. The numbers f» are
however also of inHuence. In order to estimate their order of magnitude we
must use the special form of f In our. problem

f = -,'(5(0, q,) + b(0, q,))

g~ and g2 being the collective coordinates of electrons 1 and 2. We have then

Approximately

f&s =
J

4'&(0 g)4'2(0 g)dg ~

41 = 2 [tt 1 (gl)42 (g2) tt 1 ($2)42 (gl) j

0~ =—2 "'[4»(ei)43.(V~)
—4»(V~)43.(Vi)1

where the pI, is a hydrogenic function in a central held of nuclear charge Z
and @2„&3,are hydrogenic functions in a central 6eld of nuclear charge Z —1.
The hydrogenic functions p2„p3, are orthogonal to each other. In this approx-
imation fn —(1/2)&2, (0)&3,(0). It will now be remembered that P, (0)' in a
field of charge Z is proportional to Z'/n' Thus .&2,(0)'/P»(0)' =(2/3)'(1/2)'
=1/27 in the present instance. We may take F2&(1/30)f It is now. seen
that we are likely to over-estimate the error by setting a3=a4 ——0, and
attributing all the error to a2. Doing this, fo f=2a~f~ —(a2/1S)2f and a2
itself is of the order of 1/15. Thus the accuracy is likely to be about (1/2)
percent.

This estimate of the probable error together with the agreement of this
calculation with the numerically corrected Hylleraas one term function makes
us think that the value 1.06 which we calculated by both methods is probably
correct to 1 percent. We thus conclude

1 + e = 1.06. (46)

Using this value in (36") (37) and the separation between components (1)
and (3) observed by Schiiler we can derive the value of p. According to Gran,
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ath a slight correction must be applied to Schiiler's value of U„, for compon-
ent (3). Applying this correction and supposing that the nulear spin is k = 3/2
we get

1840'/k = g = 2.13.

Thus Schiiler's and Granath's present data and the present calculation
indicate that the magnetic moment of the Li~ nucleus is approximately equal
to three times the theoretical magnetic moment of a proton. If the magnetic
moment were exactly three times the theoretical protonic moment the g
value in (46') would be g=2. We have at present no explanation to offer
for the result g = 2.13. It appears that the difference of 2 and 2.13 is a greater
one than can be accounted for by experimental errors or by errors in our cal-
culation. Et must be remembered however that the measured position of
component (1) may be slightly affected by the proximity of component (2)
and that the whole separation between (1) and (3) is of the order of 1 cm '.

Nofe added in Proof: If the coupling of the electronic orbits and spins is
of the Russell-Saunders type and if the electronic interactions are not too
large and yet considerably larger than the interactions with the nucleus it
is possible to give general and simple formulas applying to the case of one
electron being in an s state. The other electron is then supposed to be in an
I state of azimuthal number /. We may write the energy perturbation as:

w = (y/k)(b/2)[f(f+ 1) —k (k+ 1) —j(j+ 1)] (47)

where the perturbation Hamiltonian is taken to be H'=(By) =(y/k)(Bk)
and k denotes the angular momentum matrix vector of the nucleus in units
k/2s. If the electronic angular momentum j is made diagonal in the sense
of containing b(j', j") as a factor for every matrix element and if for a given

j the matrix J, is also diagonal then the diagonal elements of 8, for that j
mb; m=(j, j—1, , —j). The proof of this for B. is exactly similar to
the proof for 0, in the usual derivation of Lande's g factor. The momentum
J, remains conserved under the perturbation 8,. We now imagine the
coupling between the electron spins and between the two orbital momenta
to be removed. The matrix elements may be referred to pairs of states such
as ('$~~~)„, and ('L~+~~~), . A canonical transformation does not change the
sum of diagonal matrix elements belonging to a given m=ml+m2. The
values of b for 'I and 'L, are thus related to the values for 'S, 'I. by sum rule
equations:

(I + 1)b( Lg+g) = (s)b( S) + (l + 2)b( Li+yp)

F I b('L(+g) + b('Lg) + b('L () I

= (~)b('S) + 2lb('L~+~~2) + (l —2)b('L~ ~~2) etc.

The values of b for the one electron terms are known:

The value of b('L&) is easily computed directly and the remaining b are
determined by the above relations. Thus:
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b('L~+i)/go = (8s/3g's(0)/(& + 1) + 4&(r ')/(2& + 3)

b('Li)/~o = (8~/3)4s(0)/(1' + 1) + 2(~')

b('L~ i)/po = —(8s/3)gq(0)/1 + 4(l + 1)(r 3)/(2l —1)

b('L~)/I 0 = 2(r 8).

(47')

Formulas (36), (36') are special cases of (47), (47'). The fact that sum rela-
tions such as used here exist has already been mentioned on p. 210 of Pauling
and Goudsmit, Structure of Line Spectra. According to an informal com-
munication of Professor Goudsmit these sum rules have been used by him
in the derivation of the general formula in Phys. Rev. 35, 440 (1930).
Formulas (47), (47') apply only to the case of Russell-Saunders coupling
hut have the advantage of simplicity.


